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Direct patterning of coplanar polyethylene glycol alkylsilane monolayers by
deep-ultraviolet photolithography as a general method for high fidelity,
long-term cell patterning and culture

Kerry Wilson,a� Maria Stancescu, Mainak Das, John Rumsey, and James Hickmanb�

NanoScience Technology Center, University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida 32826

�Received 15 September 2010; accepted 7 January 2011; published 10 March 2011�

This manuscript details a general method for patterning coplanar alkylsilane monolayers using
deep-ultraviolet photolithography that has broad application for high fidelity patterning of cells of
varying phenotype in long-term cultures. A polyethylene glycol monolayer was formed on a silica
substrate and then patterned using 193 nm light from an ArF excimer laser. The regions of
photoablation were then rederivatized with �3-trimethoxysilyl propyl� diethyltriamine �DETA�,
yielding high contrast cytophilic islands that promoted cell adhesion and growth. Rat hippocampal
neurons, motoneurons, and myoblasts were then cultured in a defined, serum-free medium on the
patterned surfaces for periods in excess of 40 days. This approach has been shown to be useful as
a general method for the long-term culture of multiple cell types in highly defined spatial patterns
and can be used for supporting complex cocultures for creating in vitro models for biological
systems. © 2011 American Vacuum Society. �DOI: 10.1116/1.3549127�

I. INTRODUCTION

Surface modification and patterning have been staple
techniques in bioengineering and cell biology for decades.
This is due primarily to the fact that the interaction of a cell
or biomolecule with a particular material is dictated by the
properties of the first few nanometers of the surface of the
bulk material.1 Various methods have been developed to
modify the surface characteristics of bulk materials to tune
the biocompatibility of a material for promoting or prevent-
ing the attachment of cells and biomolecules.2 Such methods
include, but are not limited to, physical adsorption of poly-
mers, microcontact printing, microfluidic patterning, and
photolithographic pattering. Patterning cells onto various
substrates has been used extensively to create cellular mi-
croarrays in which the spatial orientation of the cells with
respect to one another can be tightly controlled, thereby cre-
ating a unique microenvironment for each cell. In this way
individual cells can be studied in isolation, in networks, or in
complex cocultures where the interaction of multiple cell
types can be comparatively studied.

The basis of cell patterning lies in the interaction of mem-
brane bound receptors with adsorbed biomolecules on the
underlying substrate.3–7 Cells secrete adhesion proteins �fi-
bronectin, laminin, collagen, etc.�, which adsorb onto a ma-
terial by physical interactions �electrostatic, van der Waals,
hydrophobic interactions, etc.�. The nature and extent of the
adsorption are determined by the chemical characteristics of
the surface. Cytophobic surfaces, those that resist cell adhe-
sion, tend to adsorb very little protein or adsorb it in a man-

ner such that it loses its biological activity. Cytophilic sur-
faces, those that promote cell adhesion and growth, tend to
adsorb protein such that its biological activity is retained
allowing it to bind to membrane bound receptors, such as
integrins. Surfaces that resist cell adhesion generally are non-
polar and either strongly hydrophobic �such as hydrocarbon
or perfluorinated surfaces� or strongly hydrophilic �such as
polyethylene glycol �PEG��.8–10 Surfaces that tend to pro-
mote cell adhesion usually consist of polar, hydrophilic mol-
ecules. Aminated molecules, for example, alkylsilane �3-
trimethoxysilyl propyl� diethylenetriamine �DETA� and
aminopropyl triethoxysilane, are considered to be strongly
cytophilic and promote the growth and differentiation of
cells.

Alkylsilane self-assembled monolayers �SAMs� are a
class of compounds that are used extensively for modifying
the surface properties of silica substrates �silicon, glass, etc.�.
These compounds come in a variety of chemistries that are
used for many applications and are often utilized to modulate
the biological interactions of silica substrates with biological
materials.11 Work has shown that it is possible to pattern the
aminated alkylsilane DETA using deep-ultraviolet �DUV�
photolithography.12–16 Using DUV, SAMs were exposed to
intense ultraviolet light from an ArF excimer laser �emission
wavelength 193 nm�. Upon exposure the SAM underwent a
photochemical reaction that cleaved the carbon-nitrogen
bonds within the molecule, thereby removing the cytophilic
surface coating. The ablated regions were then rederivitized
with a perfluorinated silane to create a surface that resisted
cell adhesion. This method was extended to produce high
contrast micrometer scale patterns that were used to pattern
cells into microcircuits.16 Furthermore, it was shown that the
geometric cues designed into the silane patterns could induce
specific polarity in neural cells and direct the outgrowth of
axonal processes and the development of the dendritic
field.13
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Here we present a novel cell patterning method using
DUV photolithography where a PEG monolayer was formed
on a silica substrate and then patterned using DUV photoli-
thography that created ablated regions suitable for rederiviti-
zation. The patterned PEG monolayers were then reacted
with DETA to form cytophilic islands. This is the reverse of
previously established protocols where a DETA monolayer
was first patterned and then rederivatized with a cytophobic
silane, such as 1,1,2,2-perfluorooctyl trichlorosilane �13F�.12

This approach avoided cross reaction of the PEG silane with
the DETA, as the terminal amine group can act as a nucleo-
phile to the silane moiety of the PEG silane. The versatility
of these patterned PEG-DETA substrates was then demon-
strated by the culture of multiple cell types. It has been
shown that these surfaces could support attachment and
growth of rat hippocampal neurons, motoneurons, and
muscle cells in highly constrained geometric orientations for
periods in excess of 40 days in a serum-free medium. The
use of serum-free medium in these experiments was neces-
sary to promote the survival of neuronal cell types, which
exist in vivo bathed in cerebrospinal fluid, which contains
very little solution phase protein ��0.001%�. This method is
particularly useful for incorporating patterned cocultures
with microfabricated structures and devices �electrodes, field
effect transistor �FETs�, microcantilevers, etc.� for creating
hybrid biological systems for a wide variety of applications,
including drug discovery, where uncontrolled variables such
as serum are not desirable. This is particularly true for cells
and tissue types that require long culture times to obtain a
mature phenotype representative of that found in vivo. The
ability to now create high quality patterned arrays of cells in
long-term cultures in way extends the toolbox needed to cre-
ate cellular microarrays and microelectromechanical systems
�MEMS� devices.

II. EXPERTIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY

A. PEG-silane preparation protocol

1. Substrate cleaning

Silica substrates �glass and/or silicon wafers� were
cleaned using serial acid baths. Substrates were arranged in
ceramic staining racks �Thomas Scientific, Swedesboro, NJ�.
The substrates were then immersed in a 1:1 �vol:vol� solution
of methanol and concentrated HCl for at least 1 h. After 1 h
the substrates were rinsed �three times� in de-ionized H2O
�diH2O� and transferred to a solution of concentrated sulfuric
acid for at least 1 h and then the substrates were washed
three times in diH2O. After this step, the rinsed substrates
were boiled in diH2O for 30 min. After boiling the samples
were placed in an 80°C oven for at least 3 h. The resulting
surfaces were analyzed using contact angle �CA� goniometry
and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy �XPS� to verify hydro-
philicity of the surfaces �CA�5.0°� and the elemental com-
position of the surfaces, respectively. Surfaces with a CA of
less than 5.0° and an elemental carbon content of approxi-
mately 5.0% or less were considered suitable for initial de-
rivitization.

2. PEG-silane coating procedure

Silica substrates were coated with a PEG-terminated si-
lane by a modified protocol from Papra et al.15 Dry toluene
was prepared by distillation over metallic sodium to remove
any water or other contaminants. The toluene was refluxed
for a minimum of 2 h prior to collection. The first toluene
fraction was discarded to ensure a minimum of contamina-
tion. Toluene was collected in clean Pyrex bottles that had
been placed in an 80°C oven for at least 2 h to drive off any
water adsorbed to the surface of the glass. The remaining air
in the Pyrex bottle was replaced with dry ultrapure nitrogen
to ensure a minimum of gaseous oxygen in the reaction mix-
ture. The toluene was then placed in the antechamber of an
MBraun glovebox �MBraun, Stratham, NH�. The chamber
was evacuated and refilled with dry nitrogen three times be-
fore bringing the toluene into the main chamber. Preventing
pre-exposure to gaseous oxygen and water vapor was a nec-
essary precaution to prevent the premature polymerization of
the monomeric silane. Oxygen and water can act as a nucleo-
phile to a silane moiety, thus initiating polymerization in the
solution phase rather than at the surface of the substrate.
The PEG silane used for these experiments 2-
�methoxypoly�ethyleneoxy�propyl�trimethoxysilane �PEGSi�
�Gelest, Tullytown, PA� was added to the toluene to a final
concentration of 0.1% by volume. The PEGSi-toluene solu-
tion was removed from the glovebox and brought into a
chemical fume hood. Concentrated HCl was added to a final
volume of 0.08% �0.8 ml HCl/L� and the solution briefly
stirred. The cleaned silica substrates were removed from the
oven and allowed to cool to room temperature before incu-
bation in the PEGSi-toluene solution for 1 h at room tem-
perature. The reaction vessel was loosely covered to prevent
excessive exposure. After 1 h the samples were removed and
rinsed in serial washes of toluene �one time�, ethanol �two
times�, and diH2O �one time�. The washed samples were
blown dry under a stream of ultrapure nitrogen and were
used immediately or stored in a desiccator until needed.

B. Deep-UV photolithography of PEG-silane
monolayers

PEGSi modified silica substrates were patterned using
DUV photolithography. The samples were patterned in a
photolithography system of our own design �Fig. 1�, which
was based on a mask aligner, 193 nm ArF excimer laser
�Lambda Physik, Santa Clara, CA� with an in-line beam ho-
mogenizer. A beam homogenizer was necessary for pattern-
ing of the monolayers as light emitted from the laser has a
parabolic intensity profile �Fig. 1� that yields uneven abla-
tion. The beam homogenizer refocuses the laser such that it
yields a top-hat profile with an even distribution of light
intensity across the ablation area. Samples were placed on
the stage of the mask aligner under a 5�5 in.2 chrome
plated photomask, which contained the pattern to be ablated.
The masks were written in dark-field polarity such that the
areas corresponding to the ablated pattern were transparent
and the remaining areas were opaque. When necessary, the
substrate was precision aligned using the aligner stage to
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ensure micrometer precision placement of the pattern. The
substrate was then brought into contact with the mask and a
vacuum applied between the stage and mask to ensure a hard
contact. A hard contact was used to minimize the gap be-
tween the substrate and mask to ensure a high contrast pat-
tern with minimal edge effects due to refraction of the laser
light. The substrates were then exposed to 193 nm ultraviolet
laser light for 15–120 s with a pulse intensity of 200 mJ/
pulse and a frequency of 10 Hz. After ablation the samples
were removed from the aligner stage and stored for subse-
quent processing.

C. Backfill of patterned PEGSi monolayers with a
DETA-silane

After ablation, the patterned PEGSi substrates were back-
filled with DETA. Fresh distilled toluene was transferred into
a Pyrex bottle that had been dried in an 80°C oven to re-
move excess surface water. Dry nitrogen was used to replace
the air in the remaining volume of the bottle to minimize free
oxygen. The bottle was sealed and transferred into an
MBraun glovebox. DETA was added to the toluene to a final
concentration of 0.1% �vol:vol�. The DETA-toluene solution
was removed from the glovebox and transferred to a Pyrex
beaker, and the samples were immersed in the solution. To
drive the reaction forward the solution was gently heated to
no more than 65°C. Optimal reaction time was analyzed for
these conditions by incubating the samples for 10, 20, and 30
min �n=3�. After reaction with DETA the samples were al-
lowed to cool to room temperature, washed three times with
dry toluene, and heated to 65°C for additional 30 min in
fresh toluene. The resulting samples were analyzed by XPS
and contact angle goniometry.

D. Characterization of unpatterned and patterned
silane monolayers

1. Contact angle goniometry analysis

The surface contact angle of the modified substrates was
measured by contact angle goniometry. The samples were
placed on the stage of a Ramé Hart �Netcong, NJ� contact
angle goniometer. The sample stage was raised to close prox-
imity with the outlet nozzle of the drop-dispensing pump. A
5 �l drop of reagent grade ultrapure water was placed on the
surface of the sample. A side-on image of the water drop on
the surface was taken using an imaging video charge-coupled
device camera and processed with DROPIMAGE ADVANCE

software �Ramé Hart, Netcong, NJ�. A normal contact angle
for PEGSi was considered to be 38�2°, and 49�2° for
DETA.

2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis

XPS was performed on unpatterned and patterned
samples to verify the relative amounts of the elements com-
prising the different monolayers. All analyses were per-
formed on a Fisons ESCALab 220-XL with a monochro-
matic single-anode K-� x-ray source. Samples were first
introduced into the preplock chamber, which was then closed
and evacuated for at least 30 min to a vacuum of less than
5�10−3 Torr by a roughing pump. The samples were then
transferred into the main chamber. After introduction, the
main chamber was allowed to settle to a pressure of less than
1�10−8 Torr. Elemental analysis was performed for identi-
fication of all relevant constituents of the silanes used ac-
cording to their characteristic binding energies. A survey
scan from 10 to 1200 eV was first performed to identify the
major elemental constituents of the samples using a step in-
crement of 1 eV, dwell time of 100 ms, and pass energy of 50
eV. The strong line peaks were analyzed using high reso-
lution scans for Si 2p �103.3 eV� C 1s �284.5 eV�, N 1s
�402.5 eV�, and O 1s �533.0 eV�. High resolution scans were
performed over a minimum spectral width of �5 eV of the
elemental center binding energy, a step increment of 0.1 eV,
a dwell time of 20 ms, and pass energy of 50 eV. Relative
elemental composition of the various elements was measured
by calculating the area under the curves for the different
elements and normalizing those areas by the sensitivity fac-
tor of the particular element, and the transmission function of
the instrument. Relative atom percents were calculated from
normalized peak areas.

3. Palladium-catalyzed metallization of patterned
silane monolayers

Patterned samples were visualized using a palladium-
catalyzed copper reduction reaction, modified from Ref. 17
that specifically deposits metallic copper on regions contain-
ing the amine-terminated silane DETA. The patterned sub-
strates were immersed in a solution containing 0.8 mM pal-
ladium chloride and 0.6 mM NaCl for 10 min. The substrates
were then rinsed three times in diH2O. A solution of 1 part
0.6M dimethylamiobutyrate and 4 parts diH2O was prepared,
and the samples were immersed for 10 min. The samples
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FIG. 1. �Color online� DUV photolithography system and proposed reaction
scheme. Light emitted from the ArF laser has a parabolic profile that is
passed through a beam homogenizer to produce a beam with a top-hat
intensity profile. Using a wavelength selective mirror, the homogenized light
is then reflected onto the sample, which has been placed under a patterned
chrome photomask. The exposed regions of the PEGSi monolayer are then
photoablated by the incident laser light leaving a substrate suitable for re-
action with another silane, in this case DETA.
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were again washed in diH2O, and then immersed in 10 ml of
a 0.2M solution of copper �II� sulfate with 10 �l of formal-
dehyde �37.2%� until copper deposition was observed. Met-
allized patterns were imaged and analyzed using light mi-
croscopy.

E. Cell culture

1. Embryonic skeletal muscle

Skeletal muscle was dissected from the hind limb thighs
of rat pups at embryonic day 18 �Charles River Laboratories,
Wilmington, MA� according to a previously published
protocol,18 with some modification. Tissue samples were col-
lected in a sterile 15 ml centrifuge tube containing 1 ml of
calcium and magnesium free phosphate buffered saline. Tis-
sue samples were enzymatically disassociated using 3 ml of
0.05% trypsin-ethylenetriaminetetraacetic acid �EDTA� �In-
vitrogen, Carlsbad, CA� solution for 60 min in a 37°C water
bath with agitation of 100 rpm. After 60 min, the trypsin
solution was removed and 6 ml of L15 media �Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA� containing 10% fetal bovine serum �FBS� was
added to terminate the trypsin action. The tissue was then
mechanically triturated using a sterile narrow bore Pasteur
pipette, allowed to settle for 3 min, and transferred to a 15 ml
centrifuge tube. This was repeated three times. The dissoci-
ated tissue was centrifuged at 300 g for 10 min at 4°C on 6
ml of a 4% �wt/vol� cushion of bovine serum albumin
�BSA�. The pellet was resuspended in 10 ml L15+10% FBS
and plated on uncoated 100 mm Petri dishes for 20–30 min
�depending on the amount of tissue� to allow contaminating
fibroblasts to settle out. After 20–30 min the supernatant was
layered on 6 ml of a 4% BSA cushion and then centrifuged at
300 g for 10 min at 4°C. The pellet was resuspended in 1.5
ml of medium.

Purified myocytes were plated at a density of 500–800
cells per square millimeter onto the modified coverslips.
Myocytes were allowed to attach for 1 h after which time 3
ml of culture medium �neurobasal media containing B-27
�Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA�, Glutamax �Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA�, and pencillin/streptavidin� was added. Cultures were
maintained in a 5% CO2 incubator �relative humidity, 85%�
and the culture medium was changed every 4 days.

2. Embryonic motoneuron

Spinal motoneurons were purified from ventral cords of
embryonic day 14 �E14� rat pups. Briefly, rats were eutha-
nized by CO2 asphyxiation. Ventral spinal cells from the em-
bryo were collected in cold Hibernate E �BrainBits,
Springfield, IL, SA�/GlutaMAX/antibiotic-antimycotic/B27
�Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA�. The cells were dissociated with
0.05% trypsin-EDTA �Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA� treatment.
The dissociated cells were layered over a 4 ml step gradient
�Optipep diluted 1:1 �vol/vol� with Hibernate E/GlutaMAX/
antibiotic-antimycotic/B27 and then made to 15%, 20%,
25%, and 35% �vol:vol� in Hibernate E/GlutaMAX/
antibiotic-antimycotic/B27� followed by centrifugation for
15 min, using 800 g, at 4 °C. This was a modification from
the previously described protocols due to nonavailability of

metrizamide.19–21 After centrifugation, four bands of cells
were obtained, the topmost of which contained the motoneu-
rons. These cells were further purified by immunopanning.
The motoneurons were selected using the immune interac-
tion between the motoneurons and the MAB192 antibody
�1:2 dilution, ICN Biomedicals, Akron, OH� coated on the
dishes.20,22 The antibody recognized the low affinity nerve
growth factor �NGF� receptor that is only expressed by ven-
tral motoneurons at this age.23

3. Embryonic hippocampal neuron

Rat pups, at embryonic day 18, were dissected from timed
pregnant rats that were euthanized using CO2 asphyxiation.
Embryos were collected in ice cold Hibernate
E/B27/Glutamax™/antibiotic-antimycotic. The hippocampi
were isolated from the embryonic brain and collected in a
tube containing 1 ml of Hibernate E/B27/Glutamax™/
antibiotic-antimycotic. The embryonic hippocampal neurons
were obtained by triturating the tissue using a Pasteur pi-
pette. The 1 ml cell suspension was layered over a 4 ml step
gradient �Optipep diluted 1:1 �vol:vol� with Hibernate
E/GlutaMAX/antibiotic-antimycotic/B27 and then made to
15%, 20%, 25% and 35% �v/v� in Hibernate
E/GlutaMAX™/antibiotic-antimycotic/B27� followed by cen-
trifugation for 15 min, using 800g, at 4°C. This additional
step enabled the removal of debris that arises during dissec-
tion from the damaged cells. After centrifugation, one strong
band of cells was obtained at the top. The pyramidal hippoc-
ampal neurons constituted this band and were identified due
to their large somas. The cells were resuspended in culture
medium �neurobasal/B27/Glutamax/antibiotic-antimycotic�
and plated at a density of 75 cells/mm.2,13,24–28 Half of the
medium was changed after every 3–4 days.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Contact angle measurements

Contact angle measurements were performed on samples
from all reaction conditions: control PEGSi monolayer, con-
trol DETA monolayer, and DETA backfilled onto unablated
and ablated PEGSi monolayers, as well as PEGSi backfilled
onto a control DETA surface. The results are seen in Fig.
2�a�. For the control PEGSi monolayers, the contact angle
was measured to be 37.0° �1.1°, which is consistent with a
PEGSi monolayer. The control DETA samples also exhibited
a typical contact angle of 48.6° �1.1°. Figure 2�c� indicates
the contact angle for DETA backfilled onto an unablated
PEGSi monolayer. While the reaction conditions were iden-
tical to those of a plain clean glass immersed in the same
reaction mixture, the contact angle, 37.2° �0.6°, did not
show a significant degree of change from the control PEGSi
sample. This was due to the presence of the methoxy-
terminal group of the PEGSi protecting the monolayer from
reaction with the DETA silane. The methoxy-terminal group
was a poor nucleophile compared to the hydroxylated sur-
face of the clean glass coverslips; therefore little to no reac-
tion takes place on the PEGSi monolayer. Conversely, when
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the PEGSi was reacted onto a DETA surface the resulting
contact angle and XPS data indicated evidence of PEGSi
reacting onto the unprotected DETA forming a hybrid sur-
face with a contact angle of 42.6° �0.5° �Fig. 2�e��, which is
intermediate to and significantly different from that of PEGSi
��38°� and DETA ��49°�. Figure 2�d� shows the contact
angle resulting for DETA reacted with a PEGSi monolayer
ablated by DUV photolithography for 45 s. The contact angle
for this set of conditions, 49.2° �1.2°, is statistically indis-
tinguishable from that of the control DETA sample. This
demonstrates that the PEGSi monolayer is ablated suffi-
ciently to leave a surface suitable for formation of a normal
DETA monolayer. Contact angles for the ablated PEGSi
samples were �5°.

B. XPS analysis

Analysis by XPS was performed to verify the chemical
composition of the various surfaces tested in this study. Fig-
ure 3 indicates the representative surface compositions after
optimization experiments described in Fig. 4, for PEGSi re-
moval, and Fig. 5, for DETA incorporation. Figure 3�a� indi-
cates a representative spectrum �survey spectrum, and high
resolution spectra for C 1s and N 1s peaks� for a PEG mono-
layer. The characteristic peak for this surface is the C 1s
peak. In Fig. 3�a� it can be seen that the C 1s spectrum is
comprised of two partially overlapping peaks. The smaller
peak, at �284.6 eV, is characteristic of an aliphatic carbon
peak, which corresponds to the three carbon spacer between
the silane and the ethylene glycol units. The larger peak, at
�286.6 eV, corresponds to a carbon bound to an oxygen or
nitrogen group. This is expected as the PEGSi used for this
study is a 6–9mer of ethyleneglycol groups. The ratio of
these two peaks is approximately 6:1 indicating the propor-
tion of aliphatic to ether linkages expected from the PEGSi,
Table I.

A time course study was then performed to determine the
optimal ablation time for the PEGSi monolayer. Figure 4�a�
shows the atom percent values for the C 1s spectra as a
function of ablation time. It can be seen that at time zero the
total carbon content was �21%. After only 30 s of ablation

time the carbon content was reduced to values comparable to
those of clean silicon �dummy point at 240 s�. After 30 s of
ablation little change was seen in the carbon content of the
samples tested. Figure 3�b� shows representative XPS spectra
of a PEGSi coated silicon wafer ablated for 45 s by DUV
photolithography. It should be noted that in these spectra the
C–O component of the C 1s spectrum was drastically re-
duced compared to the C–C component �Fig. 3�b��. This is
evidence that the C–O bond of the PEGSi is photolabile at
193 nm and was possibly the site of reaction during photoa-
blation.

The ablated PEGSi samples were then reacted with DETA
to determine which ablation times yield optimal backfill of
DETA into the patterned PEGSi monolayer. Figure 4�b�
shows the percent nitrogen incorporation content versus ab-
lation time. As seen in Fig. 4�b�, at 30 s of ablation time, the
nitrogen content values were consistent with those of a nor-
mal DETA monolayer �between 7% and 8%�. Beyond 30 s
nitrogen content values remained consistent with those found
in a normal DETA monolayer.

Figure 3�c� shows XPS spectra for a control DETA sur-
face. The C 1s component of the XPS spectrum shows two
components at 285.5 and 286.7 eV, which correspond to ali-
phatic carbon �C–C� and carbon in an amine �C–N� bonded
environment, respectively. The primary component of the
carbon signal comes from the C–N component, which was
expected as five of the seven carbon atoms in DETA are
bonded to nitrogen. The ratio of the two peaks reflected this
�Table I�.

Figure 3�d� shows XPS spectra of DETA backfilled into
an ablated PEGSi monolayer. The DETA monolayer depos-
ited onto the ablated PEGSi surface was indistinguishable
from that of the control DETA deposited onto a clean glass
with some slight differences. The analysis of the N 1s spec-
trum indicated that the amount of nitrogen present was 7.4%
�Table I�. This atomic percent has been found to be an ideal
nitrogen content for cell culture experiments. The C 1s spec-
trum shows that, as with the control sample, the primary
component of the C 1s signal was centered at 286.7 eV,
which corresponds to an amine-bonded carbon. An aliphatic
component was present at 285.5 eV and a small component
at 288.9 eV, which corresponds to carbon in a highly oxi-
dized state such as an amide or carboxylic acid group. This
component of the signal may be due to oxidized carbon resi-
due resulting from the ablation reacting with the amine con-
taining DETA. The precise nature of carbons in this chemical
state cannot be deduced from the data presented.

For the culture of cells on patterned PEGSi-DETA sur-
faces it was important to verify a high level of contrast be-
tween the PEGSi and DETA portions of the pattern. There-
fore, it was important that a minimal amount of DETA
should be incorporated into the PEGSi portion of the pattern.
If DETA were able to freely react with the PEGSi monolayer,
an overlayer of DETA would be formed on the PEGSi and
effectively eliminate the surface contrast and hence the cyto-
phobicity of the PEGSi surface. Also, it was necessary to
optimize the reaction time to ensure DETA monolayer for-

FIG. 2. Contact angle measurements and droplet visualizations for �a� PEGSi
control, �b� DETA control, �c� DETA backfilled into unablated PEGSi con-
trol, �d� DETA backfilled into ablated PEGSi, and �e� PEGSi backfilled into
a DETA control.
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mation on the ablated regions while minimizing incorpora-
tion into the PEGSi regions. Figure 5 shows the nitrogen
content versus reaction time as measured by XPS on control
PEGSi samples as well as samples that had been ablated for
45 s. The gray trace shows the nitrogen content of DETA
backfilled into ablated samples. Here it can be seen that after

30 min of ablation time the nitrogen content reached a level
suitable for cell culture. Samples incubated for 20 min or
less, while showing substantial DETA incorporation, were
slightly lower than what we have found is optimal for cul-
ture. Conversely it can be seen in the black trace that after 10
min of reaction time, the relative nitrogen content incorpo-
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FIG. 3. Representative high resolution
N 1s and C 1s spectra for �a� PEGSi
monolayer, �b� photoablated PEGSi,
�c� DETA monolayer formed on ab-
lated PEGSi surface, �d� DETA mono-
layer formed on clean Si, �e� mixed
monolayer formed by reacting PEGSi
onto a control DETA monolayer, and
�f� DETA reacted onto unablated
PEGSi monolayer.
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rated into a control PEGSi sample does not change. DETA
incorporation into a PEGSi monolayer reached its maximum
at or before 10 min of reaction time. This was important as
longer reaction times could be used to optimize DETA coat-
ing on ablated samples while not sacrificing incorporation of
DETA into the PEGSi coating.

Figure 3�e� illustrates representative XPS spectra of
PEGSi reacted onto a control DETA surface. Samples re-
acted with DETA, then PEGSi, yielded surface properties

intermediate to those of either PEGSi or DETA alone. The
high resolution spectrum of the C 1s region indicated that the
dominant peak was found at 286.9 eV, which corresponds to
either the ether or amine group found in PEGSi and DETA
surfaces, respectively. However, the ratio of the ether/amine
peak to that of the aliphatic carbon was intermediate to that
of PEGSi and DETA. This suggests that this set of conditions
yielded a mixed monolayer that was neither completely
PEGSi nor DETA. As previously stated, the contact angle
measurements supported this conclusion, as the contact angle
was intermediate to that of pure PEGSi or DETA surfaces. It
is likely that this is due to the PEGSi reacting directly to the
free terminal amine of DETA, as it is a good nucleophile or
could possibly be due to silanol sites unreacted during the
initial DETA modification. These data also serve as further
evidence that the methoxy-terminus of the PEGSi effectively
protected it from a reaction with the DETA silane during
backfill.

In order to test whether the nitrogen detected on the un-
ablated PEGSi samples �Fig. 3�f�� was due to covalently
linked or physically adsorbed DETA, samples were sonicated
for 30 min in dry toluene to attempt to remove physically
adsorbed silane. XPS analysis indicated that after sonication
the measured nitrogen content was consistent to that in un-
sonicated samples �data not shown�. This suggests that the
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FIG. 5. Nitrogen content as incorporated into unablated vs ablated PEGSi
monolayers as a function of reaction time. After 30 min reaction time, ni-
trogen content in the ablated PEGSi samples �solid line� reached values
suitable for use in cell culture. Nitrogen content on unablated PEGSi mono-
layers �dashed line�, however, reached a maximum of �1.9% at about 10
min, which ensured that longer reaction times could be used to achieve an
optimal DETA monolayer while not sacrificing pattern contrast.
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FIG. 4. �a� Atomic percent of C 1s signal vs ablation time. After 30 s atomic
percent of C 1s was comparable to that of clean Si �dashed line�. �b� Atomic
percent of N 1s signal vs ablation time. Ablated samples were reacted with
0.1% DETA for 30 min to form a monolayer of DETA in the ablated regions.
The graph shows nitrogen content �from N 1s high resolution spectra� vs
ablation time. The dashed line indicates nitrogen content measured from
control DETA samples.

TABLE I. Relative content and chemical states of carbon and nitrogen on silane surfaces. Surface types include
clean silicon �Si�, PEGSi, ablated PEGSi monolayer �ablPEGSi�, DETA, PEGSi reacted onto DETA monolayer
�DETA-PEGSi�, DETA reacted onto an ablated PEGSi monolayer �ablPEGSi-DETA�, and DETA reacted onto
an unablated PEGSi monolayer �PEGSi-DETA�.

Si
�%�

PEGSi
�%�

ablPEGSi
�%�

DETA-PEGSi
�%�

ablPEGSi-DETA
�%�

PEGSi-DETA
�%�

DETA
�%�

N 1s 0.0�0.0 0.0�0.0 0.0�0.0 2.2�0.6 7.4�0.7 5.9�0.1 7.8�0.8
C–O/C–N 0.0�0.0 18.3�1.3 1.6�0.2 16.8�0.8 14.6�1.5 18.0�2.8 12.1�0.3
C–C 5.1�0.5 2.9�0.3 3.9�0.7 3.6�0.8 6.0�2.1 10.4�2.6 9.4�0.8
COO 0.0�0.0 0.0�0.0 0.3�0.1 0.9�0.9 2.8�0.3 2.1�0.2 0.0�0.0
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DETA was covalently linked to the surface. It is possible that
the DETA molecule could have reacted to the ether oxygen
of PEG, or to defect sites on the substrate. However, a pre-
cise mechanism cannot be proposed from the data presented
here.

As noted in Section IIIA, the contact angle of an unab-
lated PEG surface reacted with DETA does not significantly
differ from that of a control PEG surface. XPS analysis was
performed to compare spectra from control PEGSi monolay-
ers to that of unablated PEGSi monolayers reacted with
DETA for 30 min at 65°C �Fig. 3�f��. It can be seen from
both the survey and high resolution spectra that only a very
small amount of nitrogen can be detected ��1.9%�. This
evidence lends support to the hypothesis that the methoxy-
terminated PEGSi effectively protected the PEG monolayer
from reaction with the DETA silane allowing the formation
of high contrast alkylsilane monolayer patterns.

C. Metallization

Various types of cells were cultured on the PEGSi-DETA
surfaces to verify the usefulness of this method for cell pat-
terning; however, the patterns were first verified using a met-
allization technique. Figure 6 shows the results for both met-
allization and culture of different cell types on the PEGSi-
DETA patterns. Figures 6�a�, 6�c�, and 6�e� indicate
palladium-catalyzed metallization of DETA, which in these
images the metalized pattern corresponds to the dark regions
of the picture, except in panel �e�, which was imaged using a
different filter set. The pattern in Fig. 6�a� consists of a series
of 100 �m wide lines used for culturing embryonic skeletal
muscle. Figure 6�c� consists of an array of 30�30 �m2

squares and Fig. 6�e� is a pattern designed specifically for
creating two-cell networks of hippocampal neurons.29 The
metallization results confirmed that patterns fabricated from
the combination of PEGSi and DETA engineer high contrast
patterns that were suitable for cell culture. Since the copper
reduction reaction only occurs on regions containing the
amine-terminated DETA, it can be seen that the DETA was
confined primarily to regions where the PEGSi had been
ablated. This result was in agreement with the XPS analysis
and contact angle measurements. A faint amount of copper
deposition was seen on the PEGSi regions of the DETA
backfilled patterns, which indicated that a small amount of
nitrogen was present in the PEGSi regions. This also was in
agreement with XPS analysis �Fig. 3�, which indicated that a
low level of nitrogen signal in unablated PEGSi samples
reacted with DETA. It was also possible that this low-level
copper deposition could be due to reduced copper precipitat-
ing out onto the background in a nonspecific manner. For this
reason, metallization experiments were performed on unab-
lated PEGSi surfaces �results not shown�, which confirmed
that no copper deposition was seen on native PEGSi sur-
faces. Thus, it can be concluded that a small, yet detectable,
amount of DETA was incorporated into the PEGSi regions.
Both XPS and contact angle analysis indicated that the
amount of DETA incorporated into the PEGSi regions was
not sufficient to alter the surface properties from cytophobic

to cytophilic, since the nitrogen content was well below that
which is considered necessary for cell culture, and the con-
tact angle was not significantly different from control PEGSi
surfaces. Cell culture experiments confirmed that these sur-
faces were suitable for cell patterning.

D. Cell culture

Multiple cell types were cultured on the PEGSi-DETA
surface to verify that this method is broadly applicable to
patterning cells on two-dimensional substrates. Figures 6�b�,
6�d�, and 6�f� illustrate phase contrast microscopy images of
live rat embryonic skeletal muscle �16 days in vitro �DIV��,
motorneurons �10 DIV�, and hippocampal neurons �19 DIV�,
respectively, while still in culture. In all cases the cells were
confined to the DETA regions of the patterns and adhered to
the patterns for the duration of the culture. Figure 6�b� shows
embryonic skeletal muscle cultured on 100 �m wide lines
of DETA. It can be seen that the cells adhered and differen-
tiated into myotubes �syncitium of myoblast that precedes
myofibril formation� on the DETA regions of the lines. Myo-
tube assembly was anisotropic with myotubes orienting
themselves along the long axis of the pattern. This behavior

FIG. 6. Metalized PEGSi-DETA patterns and resulting cell cultures with
varying cell types. ��a�, �c� and �e�� Metallization results for three different
patterns ��a� 100 �m lines, �b� 30�30 �m2 squares, and �c� two-cell cir-
cuit pattern�. ��b�, �d�, and �f�� Rat cells cultured on PEGSi-DETA patterns
��b� embryonic skeletal muscle, �d� embryonic motoneuron, and �f� hippoc-
ampal neurons�.
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has been demonstrated before using mouse skeletal muscle
cell lines on microcontact printing patterned surfaces30 or on
microfabricated cantilevers.31,32 The myocytes then fused
and differentiated into functional myotubes that exhibited
spontaneous contraction as well as contraction under electri-
cal stimulation �data not shown�.

Embryonic motorneurons were also cultured on the pat-
terned PEGSi-DETA surfaces. Figure 6�d� shows phase con-
trast images of motorneurons cultured for 10 days on sur-
faces patterned with an array of 30�30 �m2 DETA squares.
It can be seen that it was primarily the cell bodies that ad-
hered to the square pattern, while processes were seen to
extend across the PEGSi regions to contact cells on other
squares. It was common to see cells extend processes onto
the PEGSi while the motoneuron cell bodies remained at-
tached to the DETA regions. This indicates that while the
PEG repels adhesion of the cell soma, it is not completely
repulsive to the attachment of neuronal processes. Figure 6�f�
indicates embryonic hippocampal neurons cultured on
PEGSi-DETA patterns designed for creating two-cell cir-
cuits. The patterns consisted of two circular regions �20 �m
diameter� intended for adhesion of the cell bodies. 2 �m
lines that extend in an arc from one somal adhesion site to
another connected these circular regions, similar to Raven-
scroft et al.16 and Molnar et al.29 The dashed lines extending
radially from the somal adhesion sites further surrounded the
somal adhesion sites. This geometry served to induce a spe-
cific polarity in the neurons similar to Stenger et al.,13 such
that they would extend a dominant process �which would
ultimately become the axon�, and contact the soma of the
opposing cell. The image in Fig. 6�f� illustrates cells adhered
to the pattern shown in Fig. 6�e�. Cell bodies were confined
to the circular somal adhesion sites that extended axonal pro-
cesses that followed the line’s paths between the two-cell
bodies.

Figure 7 indicates results from embryonic skeletal myo-
blasts cultured on PEGSi-DETA patterns over 41 days. Em-
bryonic skeletal myoblasts were cultured on 100 �m wide
lines of DETA patterned on PEGSi surfaces. After 5 days the
myoblasts fused and differentiated into myotubes. Figures
7�a�–7�d� demonstrate myotubes formed on the DETA lines
after 9, 16, 26, and 41 days in culture, respectively. It can be
seen that after 26 days in culture the number of myotubes
adhering to the patterns was reduced when compared to ear-
lier culture times. This was due in part to the functional
myotubes spontaneously contracting on the substrate and de-
taching. Despite this, a significant number of myotubes re-
mained attached to the patterns for the duration of the ex-
periment. The detachment of myotubes is not a desired
outcome for the fabrication of hybrid devices. Ideally it
should be possible to maintain a high density of myotubes in
geometrically constrained patterns; however, for the pur-
poses of these experiments, cell survival and pattern fidelity
were more critical than myotube density. It was also ob-
served that the areas between the DETA lines remained
largely free of migrating cells and cell debris, and similar
results were obtained in neuronal cell cultures. This long-

term maintenance of pattern contrast and fidelity will prove
critical in the application of this technique for creating long-
term patterned cultures that can be used to create in vitro
models for the study of cellular development, cell-cell inter-
actions, and cellular response to exogenously applied com-
pounds �growth factors, drugs, toxins, etc.�.

IV. CONCLUSION

A novel method for patterning cells with PEGSi and
DETA alkylsilane monolayers was developed. PEG-
terminated monolayers were used as the cytophobic surface
to prevent cell adhesion. The PEGSi monolayers were then
patterned using deep-UV photolithography according to pre-
viously developed methods.14,16,13,12 The patterned surfaces
were then reacted with the amine-terminated silane DETA to
create cell-adhesive islands in the nonadhesive PEGSi re-
gions. Patterned and unpatterned surfaces were analyzed by
XPS, contact angle goniometry, and palladium-catalyzed
copper reduction metallization. This technique was then used
to pattern various cell types from rat �motoneuron, hippoc-

FIG. 7. Skeletal muscle on patterned PEG-DETA surface remained confined
to the DETA regions of the pattern up to 41 days on 100 �m wide lines. �a�
9 days in culture, �b� 16 days in culture, �c� 26 days in culture, and �d� 41
days in culture. Although many of the myotubes at a later time pulled off the
surface due to spontaneous contraction, the remaining myotubes were still
confined to the patterns.
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ampal neuron, and skeletal muscle�. Furthermore it was
shown that cells were confined to the patterns for time peri-
ods in excess of 40 days.

Cell culture experiments indicated that this technique cre-
ated surfaces suitable for long-term patterning of a wide va-
riety of cell types. Culture results for hippocampal neurons,
motorneurons, and skeletal muscle were presented. The ap-
plicability of this technique to a broad range of cell types
make it ideal for creating complex cocultures with multiple
cell types, and could be utilized to create in vitro model
systems for in vivo biological circuits such as neuronal net-
works and neuromuscular junction constructs. Fidelity to
geometric patterns is particularly important for these types of
biological systems, as they often require weeks to months in
culture to develop phenotypes that are representative of cells
and tissues in vivo.33,34 Furthermore, interrogation and post
hoc analysis of complex cellular interactions in unpatterned
cultures are difficult and often impractical. In this manner in
vitro test beds could be created that control the spatial orien-
tation of the cells in question on a well-defined substrate and
in a highly controlled culture environment and then ulti-
mately incorporated with microfluidic and solid-state elec-
tronic devices for further interrogation and experimentation.
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